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A. INTRODUCTION 

1. The ICES/ICNAF Joint Working Party on North Atlantic Salmon met at 

Charlottenlund, Denmark, from 11 March to 15 March 1974, after preliminary 

discussions on 8 and 9 March between the Chairman. and Messrs Harsted, May 

and M~ller Jensen on assessments. The following were present At the Working 

Party meeting:-

Canada: 

Denmark: 

England & 
Wales: 

France: 

W H Lear 
A W May 
C P Ruggles 

C Christensen 
Sv. nR. :Iorsted 
J MPller Jensen 

I R H Allan (Rapporteur) 
.. ' Swain 

'R Vibert 

Federal Republic 
of Germany: F Thurow 

Ireland: Miss E Twomey 
AEJWent 

N. Ireland: K U Vickers 

Norway: L Rosseland 

Scotland: B B Parrish (Chairman) 
W R Munro 

Sweden: PO Larsson 

U.S.A.. : V C /<nthony 

Mr D Griffith (ICES Statistician) also attended the meeting. 

2. The Working Party reviewed the latest information on the West Greenland and 

Norwegian ~eB fisheries and examined the analyses so far carried out on the 

data provided by the International Salmon Tagging Experiment et ''lest GreenlAnd 

in 1972. It also considered the latest information on home water catches 

and future research requirements in relation to its main assessment objectives. 

3. Further consideration was given to the preparation of a scientific 

publication embodying the results of the 197.? International Selmon "!:'aGgi~ 

Experiment at West Greenland. 

B. WEST GREENLAND FISHERY 

1. Statistics and composition of the fishery 

4. The salmon catches at West Greenland in the years 1960-1972, and the 

provisional catch for 1973 are given in Table 1. As in recent years, it 

was not possible to separate the catch by Gr~enlandic vessels into itf'. 

drift-net and set gill-net components, but it is likely that the former 
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was the greater. The provisional catch in 1973 at 2,33" metric tons was 

14% higher th~n the catch in 1972. 

5. The number of vessels (excluding Greenland registered vessels) Which have 

taken part in the West Gr'eenland drift-net fishery each year since 1965 

are shown below: 

Number of vessels 

Year Denmark Faroes Norway Sweden Total 

1965 0 1 0 2 
1966 0 1 1 0 .' 
1967 4 4 ~ 0 11 
1968 10 2 4 1 17 
1969 15 6 11 ? ~4 
1970 13 7 10 1 31 
1971 11 3 8 0 22 
1972 12 4 8 0 24 
1973 11 4 7 0 2? 

6. ~~e8e data show that the number of non-Greenlandic vessels takinr part in 

the drift-net fishery in 1973 WBe nearly the Bame Be for the two previous 

years. The catch of these vessels in 1973 was at the same level as in 

1972 (761 and 720 metric tons respectively). There was, however, ~ 

difference between the non-Greenlandic fisheries in 197? and 1973 in :10 

far 8S the distribution of catch per unit effort with time di ffered: 

in 1972 this decreased markedly at the end of August, whereas in 1973 

the decline was spread more uniformly over the fishing season. In 19'J?, 

the fishine effort in October \.,!as small and fishinF ended in mid-uctoher 

due to If)w catc!l rates, whereas in 1973 fishing activity wns high untn 

the fishery ceased in mid October. Furthermore, whereas the fishery in 

1972 started on 1 'ugtlst (due to uncertainty about the regulations re:-ardinr 

restrictions on the start of the fishing season), in 1973 it (ltarted in 

mid-July. 

7. The fishery by Creenlandic vessels was stopped on 27 September to meet 

ICNP.F regulations. Its catch at 1,574 metric tons wns 254 metric tons 

greater than in 197?. The landings by these vessels showed that salmon 

were rather evenly distributed along the coaat. Although fishing effort 

data are not available for them, their very high catcb rates in September 

could indicate that salmon concentrated in coastal waters at that time. 

With the closure of the fishery,no information is available from commercial 

catches on the distribution and abundance of salmon after that date, but 

fishing surveys by the research vessel l'Tornaqll showed them to be present 

in the Godthab area (Fishing Area IV in Figure 1) until mid December when 
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the ~urvey5 ceased. This 15 an unusually late date compared with previous 

years. 

8. The rc'~ult5 of age analysis of 3,693 scales collected during the inter

national tagging experiment in 1972 (1,756 from research vessels and 

1,937 from commercial vessels) showed a sea-age composition of the 

exploited salmon stock very similar to that in previous years; 9~'· of 

the total research vessel sample and 91% of the commercial vessel sample 

had a sea age of one sea-winter, the remainder consisting mainly of 

maiden two-sea-winter fish. The proportion of one-sea-winter salmon 

decreased, and that of two-sea-winter salmon increased from south to 

north throughout the total fishing ~ea. In the northern areas 

(areas r and II of figure 1) on8- and two-aea-winter salmon nverag~d 

86% and 13% respectively, whereas in areas V.and VI they averaged 

97% and 2% respectively. No two-sea-winter salmon were present in the 

samples taken from the Labrador Sea (to the south of latitude 60oN). 

84% of the fish sampled in tne main fishing areas had migrated to ::8a as 

two or three year-old smolts, but the samples taken in the Labrador Sea 

contained a much larger proportion of fish migrating aa three, four and 

five year-old smolts. As in previous years, females predominated in the 

sampled catch; a sex ratio of 2.8 to 1 in favour of females was found 

for the one-eea-winter fish and 7.6 to 1 for the two-sea-winter fish. 

9. Length measurements and scale samples for age analysis were also collected 

during the 1973 fishing season, but the latter have yet to be analysed. 

However, the length data suggest that the age composition of the exploited 

stock in 1973 was eimilar to that in 1972 and previous years; ie that 

one-sea-winter salmon constituted nearly the whole of the stock and 

catch. 

2. Countries of Origin and Minna of Stocks at West Greenland 

10. The results of further investigations and analyses to measure the countries 

of orign of the salmon stock at West Greenland, and their rate. of mixing, 

were examined by the Working Party. Theae comprised the analysis of smolt 

and adult salmon tag recaptures, and studies of blood merum, protein poly

morphism, scale characteristics and the parasite fauna of salmon at West 

Greenland and in home waters. 
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a) Smolt tag recaptures 

11. Recaptures at West Greenland in 1972 of salmon tagged as wild and hatchery 

reared wil smelts in home waters ere given in Tables and 3 respectively, 

along with those in previous years (the figures in these tables for 

previouE years, presented in earlier reports, have been revised in the 

light of the most recent recapture data). 

12. The Working Party noted in previous reports large variations in recapture 

rates at West Greenland from different smol t tagging experiments and con

cluded that a more detailed evaluation of tag returns was needed. A 

critical review of North :,merican and European smolt tagging experiments 

has begun with a view to determining their relevance in determining 

stock origins and mixing at Greenland. Although not completed, preliminary 

results are reported below. 

(1) North America 

13. A total of 437 separate smelt tagging experiments has been conducted in 

North America since 1959. From these, 53 were selected on the basis of 

number of tagged salmon recaptures (at least 15 salmon recaptures) for 

detailed analysis. In order to compare these experiments, in which large 

variations in recapture rates occurred, the recaptures at West Greenland 

were expressed as a percentage of total tags recaptured trom salmon 

(grilse recaptures were excluded) in all fisheries and from home river 

escapements. This enabled direct comparison of a wide variety of experi

ments using both wild and hatchery smelts and eliminated the need to 

account for the variable nature of tagging mortality and tag loss between 

different experiments. 

14. In the North American salmon examined, the recaptures of smolt tags at 

Greenland since 1969 have varied from 11 to 75 per cent of the total 

salmon tag recaptures. ,Uthough variations in the Greenland proportion 

between stocks were noted, the differences are not extreme in anyone 

year, and year to year fluctuations followed similar trends. The 

proportion of tags recaptured in Greenland varied directly with the size 

of the Greenland catch. 

15. In order to examine the mixing of fish of different North American 

origins in West Greenland, the expected tag recaptures based on random 

distribution in the 1972 total Gceenland catch in three separate 

Greenland areas was compared with the observed recaptures from three 
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separate North American area groups. The North American groups 

considered were USA, Miramichi and part-Quebec (including Restigouche). 

Recaptures from the USA and Miramichi groups were taken in greater 

frequencies in Area VI (Figure 1) than would be expected on the basis 

of catch figures and random distribution (p. <. .001). In addition, 

there was a significant difference (p • .£. .01) between the Miramichi 

group and the USA group in terms of the degree to which they departed 

from the ratios expected on the basis of catches. The Miramichi group 

contributed at about twice the rate in Area VI as did the US!. group_ 

Each of the three North American groups differed significantly 

( p .(..01 > .001) in their distribution from the others at West 

Greenland. 

16. The expected frequency of occurrence in the.Greenland fishery during 

three time periods (August, September and October) was also examined 

for the three area groups described above. The expected frequencies 

were calculated on the basis of the non-Gceenlandic drift-net fishery 

in 1972 which represented about 33% of the total Greenland catch. 1->11 

three groups were taken at lower than expected frequencies during 

August and higher than expected frequencies during September (p <. .001). 

The individual groups examined did not differ significantly among them

selves .,Ii th respect to the expected time of recapture at ~'1e6t Greenland. 

The October recaptures of USf, and tHramichi groups were taken at higher 

than expected frequencies for that month (p <'.001). 

(ii) Europe 

17. Smolt tagging experiments relevant to the West Gl~eenland salmon fishery 

have been carried out in Europe for a number of years. Since 1960, wild 

smolts have been tagged annually in appreciable numbers in Scotland, 

England and Wales and Norway. and more recently smaller numbers in 

Ireland, France, Iceland and Sweden. 

18. During these years, the largest European contributions of salmon to the 

West G~eenland fishery, on the evidence of tag recaptures, have been 

from Scotland and England and Wales. In Scotland, all the smolt tagging 

experiments have been carried out on east coast rivers while in England 

and Wales most of the tagging was done in riVers in the south and south

west of the country. In recent years a high tag recapture rate off 

West Greenland has been reported from smolts tagged in a river in south-
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west F'I'anee, but the overall French contribution to the ~/(>"t Greenland 

fiehery cnnnot be very large. 

19. In Dome of the rivers in the United Kinl3dom where tar;r;ine: experiments 

have been carried out over a number of years, the proportion of tHgS 

recaptured at Gl'eenland has, like some of the North ,'\merican stock::; 

examined, varied directly with the size of the Greenland catch. In one 

of the riverr. in southwest England, however, this feature is not evident 

over the period fdnce 1960. In the Greenland eRtch for 19'/1, for instance, 

the recapture rate of smelts tagged in 1970 was considerably lower than 

the corresponding firure for the previous year, althouf""J the commercial 

catc~ off GII·enland was rlppreciably nigher in 1971. 

?o. By comparing the expected tag recaptures based on random di.Gtrihution in 

the 197? total GreenlRnd catch wi til the obr;erved data, it was seen that 

the stock from the combined EnC;land and Wales rivers \ws taken in a 

greater frequency in ,rea VI than would be expected nnd in a lower 

frequency in tOte middle :Irens III to V. .\ simil,~r diBtribution wns 

found foC' I) number of Scottish rivers. 

?1. /llthOI. ~h ] ·,ree numbers of !1R.tchery-reared smolts have heen tagc;ed in 

some ~tlrOf'e:in countrief> durine; the Game period t'!e recapture rate of 

theGe fi..J1 ofr \>/{!st G"eenland has been extremely 10\-:. Except for 

Scandinavian countrie:; (especially Norway and S,,!eden) the recapture 

rate in home 'J'lters :-W.5 also been significantly lower t:H-ln for IIli;.d 

.smolts. '!'hf' reclc'pturc rate of hatchery-reared smolts in horne waters, 

particularly llS r:rilse, in Norway and Sweden has been ':iir:h. 

b) Adult taCt~ing at West Gl'eenland 

?? ,- reported last year, an International Salmon Tnceinr: Experiment was 

conduct.ed fit West Greenland in the period 30 July to 16 Uctober 1972. 

,~ detniled report on it is in preparation, but t'l(~ results of analyses 

of the recaptures obt~ined so far, relating to the home waters oriein 

and m xine of salmon at West Greenland, are r-ummarised below. 

?3. A total of ?,364 salmon were tagged in the period 30 ~ruly to 16 October 

from ;'ivp research vessels and eight commercial fishine veBsels. 

Reporteti recaptures from this experiment up to ~1 December 1973 are 

given in the followine table. 
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Recaptures from the 1972 tagging experiment 
by country, the recaptures outside Greenland 
being from the year 1973. 

Number 
Country 1m. 1m Percent!Sie 

West Greenland 153 4 76.5 
Canada 11 5.4 
England & Wales 8 3.9 
France 2 1.0 
Ireland 7 3.4 
Scotland 19 9.3 
Spain 1 0.5 

Total 153 52 100.0 

24. These data show that of the total number of reported recaptures at West 

Greenland, 153 were made during the 1972 fishing season and four during 

the 1973 season. This was in accordance with expectation from the observed 

age composition of the exploited stock at West Greenland (see section 2), 

which comprised mainly fish in their second sea-year, with a small pro-

portion in their third sea-year. 

25. As shown above, the total number of recaptures outside Greenland in 

1973 was 48, 11 from Canada, and 37 from Europe. Although it is 

possible that a small proportion of the fish recaptured in European 

coastal waters may have been intercepted en route to other home waters, 

in vie,,; of the fact that earlier experiments have indicated a relatively 

low level of exchange of adult fish as between, for example, Great 

Britain and Ireland and Great Britain and Norway, one can assume that 

each of the recoveries in each European country represents a return 

to the rivers of that country. 

26. The proportions of North American and European recaptures, 23% and 

77% respectively, in the total home waters recaptures in 1973 are very 

close to those found from the results of biochemical studies on salmon 

at West GJoeenland in 1972 (see Section ?c). It must be borne in mind, 

however, that since the numbers of recaptures in home waters will be a 

function of the exploitation rate in each country's fishery a direct 

comparison of the proportions recaptured in each country may well not 

provide a correct measure of the mixing rates of their salmon at West 

Greenland except where exploitation rates are the same. Too few data 

are available on these rates in diffe~ent countries for reliable adjust-

menta to be made to the recapture data. 

27. In addition to the home waters recaptures ,in 1973, by 15 March four 

additional fish had been recaptured as three-sea-winter salmon in 1974, 
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one in England and three in Scotland (further home waters recaptures 

may be taken in the home waters fisheries in 1974). 

28. The home waters recaptures of salmon tagged at West Greenland in 

experiments conducted in the years 1965-1971, prior to the 1972 

experiment, are given in Table 5. The combined recaptures from these 

experiments show a higher proportion from North American than from the 

1972 experiment. In these earlier experiments Canadian recaptures 

amounted to 44% of the total from home waters compared with 2?JJ'o for 

the 1972 experiment. This suggests that the composition of the stock 

exploi ted at West G.'eenland (as regards country of origin) may vary 

widely_ 

29. Tags were recaptured from the 1972 and earlier experiments at West 

Greenland in each of the main European salmo~ producing countries 

except Norway, Sweden. Iceland and the USSR. This is in conformity 

with the smolt tag recapture data at West Greenland, reported 

previously, and provides further evidence that salmon from these 

countries, especially Norway, constitute a very small part of the West 

Greenland stock. The recaptures again confirm that the stock is com

posed principally of salmon originating from and, if surviving, 

returning to Canada and the British Isles. 

c) Biochemical Studies 

30. In a previous report (ICES Coop. Res. Rep. No. 35) provisional results 

were presented of Canadian blood serum protein studies relating to the 

mixing rates at West Greenland of salmon of Nortll American and European 

origin. They suggested that in 1970, the West G °eenland stock was com

posed of North American and European salmon in about equal proportions. 

Since that time new investigations have been undertaken in Canada, on 

the polymorphism of serum transferrins. Results of these studies giving 

the proportions of North American and European salmon in the WCEt 

Greenland stock were presented in document No. 14. The method utilises 

geographical discontinuities in the distribution of the alleles at the TF 

locums in home river salmon populations. 

31. The results of these investi!:jations show l:1arked annual variations in the 

proportions of salmon of North American origin in the West Greenland 

stock. They give estimates of 23%. 53% and 2rt% for the years 1970, 

1971 and 1972 respectively. indicating tluit the major contributio~ to the 

stock in recent years has been from Zuropoan rivers, although other sources 
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suggest that the North ,merican proportion was much higher in earlier 

years. The results also suggest that the contribution from different 

salmon-produciUf' regions in Europe and Nort.l ;;.merica also varies from 

year to year; in 1970 there was a higher than usual contribution from 

SW England, and in 1971 there was a larger than usual contribution from 

Labrador rivers. 

32. Pr e liminary reaul ts of English investigations suggest that it may also 

be posdble to loent , ... ~ stocks of salmon on the basis of biochemical 

difference. in ser'~ enzymes. Malate and lactate dehydrogenase and 

phos~.ohexose i60mer~se appear to be the most promising in this regard. 

d) Scale Stud1es 

33. ,', discriminant function analysis based on two scale characters: viz:- \lIidth 

of the first sea zone nnd the number of circuli in the first sea zone, 

with a t\eoreti(!t-ll efficiency of 85.6% was applied to salmon scales 

co]' cot eo d.t West Greenland and the Labrador Sea during autumn 1969-72 

and Labrador SNl duri!l£ spring 1970-72. Estimates of the proportions 

of Nortn i,-rnerican salmon at West Greenland were as follows: 46% (1969), 

34% (1970), 32% (1971) and 35% (1972). The discrepancy between the 

estimates from biochemical and scale studies during 1971 is possibly due 

to sampling error since no blood samples were collected from 80 fish 

taken in ttle nort.hern area, for which there were scale samples and of 

whi ch 8?5. were est imat ed from the scales to be of European origin. 

,~~stim<J''''s of tne i~orth "meriean proportions in the Labrador Sea samples 

durin, '"tUllhwere 'jCl)O (1969), 3?J6 (1970), 2'f'J, (1971) and 74% (1972). 

North . merican proportions in the Labrador Sea during spring were 

estimMed "t 83)0 (1970), 8'f'J, (1971) and 7<$ (1972). 

e) Parasite ~tudies 

34. Analysis of ~he series of observations on the parasite fauna of salmon 

in home waters in North kmerica and Europe show that none of the species 

of parasites which had discontinuous geographic distributions were 

abundant enougn to serve as biological tags for estimating the pro

portions of North American and European ea1mon stocks off West 

Greenland. Two species which were abundant enough for detailed 

statist1cal analysis (Eubothrium orassum and Anisakis simplex) dis

played too much geographic and annual variations to be of any va1ue 

in the study. Therefore, despite the discontinuities observed, 
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parasites must be considered to be of little value in estlmatiDg the 

proportions of major home waters salmon stocks in the West Greenland 

fishery. 

f) Summary 

35. The results of the different investigations presented above suggest 

that the proportions of North American and European salmon making up 

the West Greenland stock has varied widely during theperiodsince the 

commencement of the fishery in the early 1960's. Although the estimates 

of their respective proportions in the stock are not the same from all 

sources of data, the overall results suggest that in the years 1970 and 

1972 the proportions of North American fish present ranged possibly 

from as low as 2<:fi, to as high as 500:;. Evidence from smelt ages and 

from home waters recaptures of salmon tagged. at West Greenland suggest 

that prior to 1970 this proportion may have been higher than 50%. It 

must be emphasised that these estimates refer only to the changes in 

the relative amounts of North American and European salmon in the West 

Greenland stock, and therefore do not necessarily reflect changes in 

the absolute quantities from each region present in the stock. 

3. Assessment~ of Effects of West Greenland Fishery on Home Waters 
Stocks anti Catches 

36. Previous assessments by the Working Party of the direct effects of the 

West Greenland fishery on home water stocke and catches have been based 

on estimating the changes in weight, through natural mortality and 

growth. which would have occurred to the number at salmon in the West 

Greenland catch had they not been caught there and, if surviving. had 

returned to home waters in North America or Europe as two or more sea-

winter salmon. The precision with which these effects could be estimated 

was limited by lack of knowledge of the natural mortality occurring 

between the time the salmon leave the West Greenland fishing area and 

their return to home waters, and it was, therefore, necessary to use 

lower and upper limiting values for this parameter, within which the 

true value was considered to lie. Instantaneous natural mortality 

rates of 0.01 and 0.1 per month respectively were used in the asseS8-

ment which, for a West Greenland catch of 2,000 tons, gave lower and 

upper estimates of the losses in weight to the combined North American 

and Europe .. home waters stocks. Bupplying. salmon to the exploited stock 

at West Greenland of 1,100 and 2,700 metric tons respectively, and to 
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their combined catches of 650 and 1,600 metric tons respectively (ICES 

Coop. Res. ~ep., Nos. 8, 11 and 35). 

37. These assessments were reviewed by the Working Party in the light of the 

latest data available at the present meeting, especially the recaptures 

at West Greenland and in home waters of s~lmon tagged in the International 

Tagging Experiment in '972. An analysis of these recaptures was made 

using a simulation model of the population of tagged fish (details given 

in Doc. No. 18). This gave a best estimate of the exploitation rate by 

the West Greenland fishery (i.e. the proportion of the salmon population 

present at the beginning Jf the West Greenland fishing season caught by 

the fishery) in 1972 of 33%. Values of exploitation rate around this 

level and lower and upper values of other parameters (see Table 6) were 

then used in a further simulation study, giving estimates of home waters 

catches of two or more sea-winter salmon and of the natural losses 

between West Greenland and home waters (details of this simulation model, 

modified in the present report, are given in ICNXf'Res. Doc. 71/72). 

38. The results of these calculations, given in Table 6, show f ~'i tv range 

of estimated natural lOBS rates for the different combinations of 

parameters used in the analysis. However, t.he above estimate of 

exploitation rate from the analysis of the tag recapture data, and the 

available information on the other parameters suggest that these estimates 

are not all equally likely. It suggests that, the estimates corres-

ponding to a West Greenland exploitation rate of between 30 and 35%, an 

increase in weight between West Greenland ahd home waters of 50%, a 

home waters exploitation rate of 60% and the proportion of the stock not 

visiting West Greenland of 10-20% are in closest conformity with the 

available facts. This indicates that the natural mortality rate between 

West Greenland and home waters probably lies in the range of 15-40%. 

Further support for these values was provided by the results of back 

calculations of the West Greenland catch from a total home waters catch 

of 3,000 metric tons and a range of values of natural loss rate between 

West Greenland and home waters and of exploitation at West Greenland. 

They showed that a West Gr-eenland exploitation rate of between 30 and 

40% and natural 106S rates between about 15 and 4Q% provide a reasonable 

fit to the observed catch data in recent years. In addition, the 

observed recaptures at West Greenland in 1973 and in home waters in 
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1974 of fish tagged in the international experiment in 1972 are in keeping 

with these values of parameters. 

39. These values of natural loes rates between West Greenland and home waters 

were therefore" used to provide revised lower and upper limiting estimates 

of the direct effects on home water stocks and catches for different 

levels of catch taken by the West Greenland fishery, using the same 

method of estimation as in the earlier assessments referred to in 

paragraph 36. The results are shown graphically in Figure 2. They 

indicate that the West Greenland fishery causes losses in home waters 

stocks and catches, which are directly proportional to the magnitude 

o! the West Greenland catch and that for a catch of 2,000 metric tons. 

the approximate level in recent years, the estimated loss to the total 

home waters ~ of two or more sea-winter salmon lies between 1,800 

and 2,550 metric tons, and to the ~ of all countries combined 

between 1,080 and 1,530 metric tons. This range of losses is con

siderably narrower than that esi..ima ... ed previously. 

40. It is emphasized that these estimates of losses r_present the 

differences between the home waters stocks and catches of each year 

class of two or more sea-winter salmon in the presence of the West 

Greenland fishery and what they wouldhave been in its absence. They 

therefore constitute only the immediate direct effects of the West 

Greenland fishery and take no account of its pos~ible longer-term 

effects on smolt production and year class strength through decreases 

in spawning stock size. As previously reported (ICES Coop. Rea. Rep. 

No. 35) significant decreases in spawning stock size and smelt production 

have been observed in some river systems in recent years, especially in 

Canada, which might be due in part to exploitation at West G.'eenland, 

but too few data are available on theee parameters in the home waters 

stocks as a whole for these longer-term effects to be assessed. 

41.. Though it is not possible to assign the above home waters losses among 

co'mtries or river systems, the Working Party has in the past assigned 

these between North America (mainly Canada) and Europe (mainly the 

British Isles) on the basis 01 evidence indicating a roughly equal 

contribution to West Greenland from each of these areas.. Houever, 

evidence presented at this meeting indicate::. that the relative con

tribution to the West Gl'eenland stock is variable from year to year 
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between North America and Europe. As indicated in Section B.2, in 

1972 the estimated proportion present from North America ranged from 

a low of 20% (based on biochemical analysis of blood and on tag returns 

from the International Tagging Experiment) to a high of 35% (based on 

Bcale analysis). On this basis the estimated loss to the North American 

home waters catch of two or more sea-winter salmon in 1973 as a result 

of the catch at West G~eenland of 2,04Qt tons in 1972 was between 220 

and 546 metric tons and that for the European home waters catch was between 

715 and 1,248 metric tons. It must beempnaslzed that the apportionment 

of the losses between North America and Europe will vary from year to 

year depending on the relative proportions of the salmon at West G~eenland 

originating from the two continents, which does not appear to be constant. 

c. NORWEGIAN SEA FISHERY 

1. Statistics of Fishery and Composition of Catches in Long Line 
Fishery in Norwegian Sea 

42. In 1973 t~e long-line fishery in the Norwegian Sea (outside Norwegian 

fishery limits) was pursued principally by Norweeian and Danish vessels 

in the area between latitudes 680 and 73°N and between the Greenwich 

meridian and longitudes 200 E. The area fished by Danish vessels is shown 

in Figure 3. The fishing area similar to the two previous seasons, i.e. 

since the introduction of regulatory measures -for the loag-li~ fi8h~ The 

regulation also involved a restriction of the fishing season to the period 

6 May-30 June. 

43. Provisional catch statistics and the number of vessels participating ~n 

the fishery in 1973 are given in Table 7, together with the corresponding 

data for previous years. These data indicate that the catch in 1973 

(561 metric tons) ,in spite of a decrease in number of vessels was some-

what larger than in 1971 and 1972 (488 and 515 metric tons respectively), 
considerably 

bU~Bmaller than in the years immediately before the introduction of 

closed season/area and other regulations in 1971. 

44. Estimates of average catch-per-unit-effortt expressed as number of salmon 

per 1 tOOO hooks, are given below for Danish vessels fishing in the "open" 

fishing area between latitudes 68 and 74~ and longitudes 0 and 220 E in 

May and first half of June in each of the years 1969-73 (in the years 

1971-73 when owing to the closed season regulation the fishery did not 

open until 6 May, the catch-per-unit-effort in the period 1-5 May was 
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assumed to be the same as in the following week, 6-10 May). Figures in 

brackets refer to the number of salmon caught by the sampled vessels. 

Period 

l!!!. 1 - ~1 n~ 1 - 1~ June 

1969 44(17,378) 28(4,721) 
1970 41(10,791) 17( 257) 
1971 40(23,285) 26(6,584) 
1972 42(31,337) 30(6,814) 
1973 80(28,139) 48(6,555) 

45. These data show that in 1973 the catch-per-unit-effort was approximately 

double that in the previous four years; during which it show .. llttl.'· 

variation. This accounts for the larger catch in 1973 than in the two 

previous years despite the decrease in the number of vessels taking 

part in the fishery. Unusually favourable weather conditions for lonr,

lining in May-June 1973 contributed to the high catch rates but they 

probably also reflect a higher stock abundance in 1973. 

46. The catch taken in the long-line fishery in 1973 consisted principally 

(about 85%) of tt.:o-sea-winter salmonj one sea winter fish constituted 

about 1~ of the cc...tch. These data are in conformity with those of 

previous yern.'s and indicate that the effects of the long-line fish.ery 

on the numbers and weight of salmon returning to home waters are 

mainly conii.ed to the two-or-more-sea-winter component of the total 

stock. 

2. Origin and Destination of Salmon in Norwegian Sea Stock 

47. Further recaptures in the long-line fisher7 in 1973 of salmon tagged 

as smolts in Norwegian rivers (given in T~bles 2 and 3), and in home 

waters of salmon tagged in the long-line fishery (Table 8), indicate 

that, as in previous years, the salmon stock exploited in the Norwegian 

Sea was composed of fish originating and returning to rivers in Norway, 

and, to a smaller extent, the USSRe The component of USSR-salmon in 

the Norwegian Sea may however be slightly larger than reflected by the 

proportion of recaptures in USSR home waters of salmon tagged in the 

eea, as the rate of explOitation in the home water fiabe;' is pr.bably higher 

in Norway than in the USSRe No smolts tagged in other major European 

salmon producing cOltntries hava been recaptured subsequently in the 

Norwegian Sea fishery (excluding that at the Faroes - see below), and 

no recaptures of salmon tagged in the long-li~ fishery have been 

reported from these countries. These data, and the relative small 
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numbers of recaptures at West Greenland of salmon tagged as smelt in 

Norwegian rivers (Tables 2 and 3) suggest that most of the salmon 

returning to Norwegian and USSR rivers as two-sea-winter fish have a 

different sea distribution in their second sea-year to those returning 

to other major European salmon producing countries and that therefore 

the effects of the Norwegian Sea long-line fishery will be confined 

mainly to the Norwegian, USSR, and possibly also to a limited extent, 

the Swedish west coast stocks. 

3. Assessment of Effects of Norwegian Sea Fishery on Home Waters 
Stocks and Catches 

48. In previous years the assessment of the direct effect of the long-line 

fishery off Norway on home water catches was approached, using data on 

the increase in weight of the fish from the period of peM fisldrtf' off-

shore to the period of peak fishing in Norwegian coastal waters and on 

the proportion of the fish present in the fished area which, if not 

caught there, waul"! subsequently be caught in the llama waters fishery. 

On this basis it was concluded that the lone-line fishery caused a 106s 

to the total weieht of fish returning to home waters which was approxi-

mately equal to the magnitude of the long-line catch. New information 

for 197?, on the growth between the fish being exploited in t~e long-line 

fishery and their return to home waters provide no grounds for modifying 

this conclusion. It therefore follows that the long-line fishery in 

1973 resulted in a loss of about 550 metric tons in the quantity of 

salmon returning to home waters (mainly in Norway)., compared with \'bat 

it would have been in the absence of that fishery. The corresponding 

losses to the home waters catches is estimated at between 275 and 410 

metric tons (using lower and upper values of home-waters exploitation 

rates of 0.5 and 0.75 respectively. 

4. Long-Line Fishing at the Faroes 

49. In addi tioD to the main long-line fishery in the Norwegian Sea, in Mny_ 

June 1973 a catch of 28 metric tons was taken by five Faroese long-

line vessels fishing in the vicnity of the Faroe Islands (fishing area 

shown in Figure 2). This was a larger catch.from this area than in 

previous years. The average weight of the salmon in the catch indicates 

that it was comprised mainly of two-or-more-sea-winter salmon. This 

is in contrast with a research catch made i~ Faroese waters in April-May 

Which consisted mainly (85%) of 1-sea winter fiSh, as was the case with 
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research catches made in previous years. 

50. The reoapture of a fish taeged as a smolt in Sweden was reported from 

the commercial catch and one tagged as a smolt in Norway was reported 

from the research vessel catch, bringing the total number of reported 

smolt recaptures from the Farces in the years 1968-73 to 22 (10 

liberated in Norway, 6 in Sweden (west coast), 4 in Scotland, 1 in 

Ireland and 1 in Iceland). 

51. As shown in Table 9, a further 280 salmon were tagged from a research 

vessel catch at the Faroes in April-May 1973. Of these, 11 were sub

sequently recaptured in home waters (5 in Norway, 1 in England, 3 in 

Scotland and 2 in Ireland). These data provide additional evidence 

to that reported previously that the salmon stock in the Farces lU"ea 

is of mixed origin and subsequent destination. 

D. HOllE W:,TERS FISHERIES 

52. Provisional catch statistics for the home waters salmon fisheries in 

1973, and those for the years 1960-1972, are civen in Table 10; data 

on catch-per-unit-effort are given in TobIe 11. Features of the fisheries 

and exploited stocks in each of the main salmon producing countries are 

summarised below. 

a)~ 

53. In 1973 the total home water commercial (salmon plus' grilae) catch 

increased to 2,165 metric tons from the 1972 level of 1,525 metric tons. 

This was due to the increased catch of both salmon and grilse at 

Newfoundland and Labrador. Catches in Quebec and the Maritimes were 

low due to a commercial fishing ban in the most productive fishing areas 

of New Brunswick and Quebec, including the Miramichi, llestigouche and 

St. John rivers. In areas where the commercial fishing ban was in 

effect, spawning eecapements of early-run large salmon decreased 

slightly below the 1972 level. However, the late-run of large salmon to the 

Miramichi increased over the 1972 level but was still much below the 

1954-60 average.. Spawning escapements into the Hiramichi, Restigouche 

and St John river systems are still well below those believed to be 

necessary for adequate seeding of the rivers. 
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b) Scotland 

54. The provisional statistics for 1973 indicate that the catches of both 

grilae and salmon were larger than in 1972. The grilae catch, at 824 

metric tons, was the highest since the peak grilse year 1969. while 

the salmon catch, at 1,103 metric tons, was the highest since 1967. 

The combined grilse and salmon catch, at 1.927 metric tons, was also 

the hil~hest since 1969. 

55. An "lnalysis of Scottish grilse and salmon catch statistics in the period 

from 1952 (presented in Doc. No.1) showed a significant upward trend in 

the annual catch of grilse during the period. which reached peaks in 

1967 and 1969. while salmon catches fluctuated annually without trend, 

althoug:\ they declined from 1967-71. As a result of the increase in 

grilse catch, there was a significant upward trend in the combined grilse 

and salmon catches and in the grilse/aalmon ratio during this period. 

56. Monthly catch data during this period shOW that there has been a 

significant decrease in the c;,tches of salmon in the "spring" fishery 

(February- .pri!) but an increase in the "summer" (July-September) fishery. 

w-, ile the average weight of salmon has not varied significantly during 

the period, t~at of grilse has increased. 

c) Enr;land and W:,les 

S7. The total salmon and ~rilse catch for the 197: season in England and 

Wales amounted to approximately 453 metric tons \",'dch was 11 tons more 

than in 1972. HS in previous years, a large propoI'tion of the total 

catch was taken by nets in the northeast of England. vJith this north

eaat contribution excluded, the net catch for the remainder of Engl~ 

'mel Wales chanced very little in the years 1962 to 1973. The angling 

catch, however, was considerably reduced from 1968 onwards, which may 

be due, at least in part, to the advent of UDN disease. 

58. "n estimate of the proportions of grilse and salmon in the catches has 

only bl~,m possible since 1969. The proportions for the years 1969 and 

1971 to 1973 have been fairly constant with ratios (by weicht) varying 

between 2.3 and 2.7 to 1 in favour of salmon. However, in 1970 the 

grilse catch increased to an extent such that the proportion of salmon 

to grilse was reduced 1.4 to 1. It must be emphasized, however, that 

the estimates are very approximate for all years so that only well

marked changes in the grilse-salmon proportion could be reported ... lith 

any degree of reliability. 
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d) Irelon<l 

59. CE'tches in 1973 showed a further increase of 123 metric tOM over those 

for 197:' t lind this was reflected in both the salmon nnd grilse catches. 

'{'he increaoe was 22% for' ~Dlmon and 4% fer L~rilsc. The pollk of the run 

of ~rilse wns in June almost three weeks earlier thnn in 0 number of 

previous yeare. Tho caRotal drift-nate had the hic:hest recorded catch 

to date nnd thia was attributed to the fact that [~rilap. were more abundont 

in coast::!1 wnteru than hitherto. The estuarine nete,however, r.howed n 

reduction in catch and this could be attributed to ., decreu.,se in effort 

and to operntlon111 difficulties owing to hidl water Ito'hich ;Jrevniled during 

most of the fiohinc seaaon. The escapement into frech water in mo~t areas 

was alao considered to be above average, based on counts in a number of 

river Gy:..;temo. i',ccurate IJtatistica of rod catches ere di fficult to 

obtain but on the best information available they appear to have been 

less in 1973 than in 1972. 

e) Northern Ireland 

60. 'Phe 1973 commercial catch of salmon and grilse which includen r)a; of 

the Foyle cntch. fell to 182 metric tons, compared with ?3? met.ric tone 

for 197? and with the 10 year average of ?.9? metric t.ons. 1'be catch 

was almost entirely gril~ct the salmon element not exceeding 10W of 

the totCll. 'rhe decreased catoh in 1973 was due to the continuing 

reduction in the Foyle catch and poor catches in the Ri verc n<Jnn and 

Bush. Coastal fixed net catches were, however, good. 

f) Norway 

61. In the years 1967-1970 the Norwegian home waters catch dropped from 

1 , 960 tons in 1967 to 1,170 tons in 1970. In 1971 it increased 

nli~htly and in 1972 by os much as about 360 tons, from 1,208 in 1971 

to 1 t 568 tons in 197? The provisional statistic(; for 197'3j indicate a 

further substantial increllse to 1,735 tone. This increase of f).bout 

170 tone seems to be due mainly to a larger component of two-sea

winter fish in the stocks and improved catches in tae rivers. T'1e 

erilse catches were at about the same level in 1973 ae in th~ previous 

year. The drift-net catche. t however, decreased by Bome 30 tons from 

those taken in 1972. The catch per bag net decreased slightly, from 

158 kg per net in 1972 to 151 kg in 1973. 
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62. In summary, the total (f~rilBe + ealmon) catches in the maia. home waters 

finheries on both sides of the North Atlantic were appreciably lar!er 

in 1973 than in 1972. Unly in Northern Ireland. where the catches 

consist almost entirely of grilee, was the total catoh appreciably 

lower UIIJ.n in 1972 <although statiaties ot 1973 catches are not avail

able for Iceland and ussn). In most countries for which the p;rila8 

and salmon catches are recorded separately, the catch •• of both the 

grile8 and salmon components increased in 1973. but the increase in 

salmon catch was particularly marked in Canada, Norway and Scotland. 

E. PREPARATION OF SCIIllj'IFIC REPORT ON INTERNATIONAL TAGGING EXPERIMENT 

63. The Working Party considered further and endorsed the provisional plaas 

drawn up at iL· last meeting for the preparation of 0 detailed scientific 

publication on the international West Greenland tagging experiment in 1972 

and other associated investigations, including the assessment work. The 

Working Party noted that sufficient money remains in the t::tgging fund to 

meet the cost of 200-250 pages and it recommends that it be issued as a 

special volume of the ICl';S Rapports et Procee Verbaux. 

64. The main topics to be included in the publication, ond the authors ot 

the contributions on them were decided. It was agreed that these should 

inolude a survey by the ICES Hydrogralilic Office of the hydrograIilic 

situation in the West Greenland area in 1972 in comparison with previous 

years, a summary of which was presented at the Working Party meeting 

(Documen l :Jo. 37). This showed that surface temperatures in 1972 were 

low, as in recent years, and that there was a marked ch~e in the 

depth of the homogenous water layer (mixed layer depth) at the end of 

August, which coincided with a sharp decrease in catch-per-unit-effort 

in the offshore dri ft-net fishery. 

65. Mr Horsted. Dr May and Mr Parrish were appointed to form an editorial 

group for the publication. It was agreed that the group, in consultation 

with members of the Working Party. should also consider the preparation 

of a brief popularised account of the Working Party's work for publication 

in the Trade Press. 
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F. F11rURE RESEARCII 

66. The Working Party ~ndorsed the recommendations made in its 1973 Report 

(ICNAF Sums. Doc. 7.3/7) on research priorities relating to the 8a .. sement 

of the eftects of the high seas flaheries on home waters stocks an4 

catches. or particul4r importance in this respect are the following:-

(a) the measurement of exploitation rates in home watero 

fisheries .. 

(b) the relationship between stock size and recruitment and 

the genetic and other factors governing the production of 

grilse and salmon. 

(c) the identification of unit stocks and their rates of mixinr 

in the sea fishing areas. 

67. The Working Party recommends that results of research on these probleme 

be reported at the annual meetings of ICES and ICNAF. 

G • NEXT IlEIll'ING 

68. The Working Party agreed that unless some specific requests for further 

scientific information and advice relating to its main remit arise at 

the forthcoming meetings of rCNAF or ICES tit would be unnecessary for 

it to meet in the coming year. 
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Table 1. Catches at West Greenland, 1960-7,3, in metric tons, round 
fresh weight. (Based on data available at 15 March 1974). 

1960 a 
1961 a 
1962 a 
1963 a 
1964 a 
1965 _& 

1966 32 

1967 78 

1~68 138 

1969 250 

1970 270 

1971 340 

1972 175 

1973b 212 

a 
a 
a 
a 
a 

36 

87 

155 

134 

215 

259 

255 

144 

164 

Drift Net 

a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
4 

30 
8 

a 
a 
a 

Denmark 

a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 

85 

272 

355 
358 

645 
401 

385 

Gill Net and Drift Net 

Greenlapdd 

60 
127 

244 

466 
1539 

825 

1251 

1283 

579 
1360(385)d 

1244 

'449 
1320 

1574 

a - Figures not available, but catch is known to be les8 than Farnes 

b - Provisional 

c - Including 7 metric tons caught on long-line by one of two Greenland 
vessels in the northern Labrador Sea early in 1970. 

Total 

60 

127 

244 
466 

1539 

861 

1370 
1601 

1127 

2210 

21460 

2689 

2040 

2335 

d - Up to 1968, gill net only, after 1968 gill net and drift net. The figures 
in brackets for the 1969 catch are an estimate of the minimum drift nnt catch. 

Table ~. Number of naturnl (wild) smalts tagged in the years 1963-1973 and 
recaptured in West Greenland and in other areas, including home vaters, 
up to Mar:,h 1974. Figures in brackets are returns per thousand tagged. 
(0 .= No sm"lts tagged, or no recaptures madej - '" no information I:lv;~il1:l.ble). 

RecaEturea 

Cuul1try Year of Number West Greenland Norwegian All Other Areas Grand 
Tagging Tagged Sea a.nd ~ 

Parees Grilae ~ ~ 

Canada 1963 5,850 11(1.9 0 70 20(3.4l 90 101 
1964 15,013 

9r·
6 a 204 72( 4. e 276- :<85 

1965 16,485 73 4.4 a 175 193~ 11. 7l 368 441 
1966 9,509 25 2.6 a 120 10511.0 225 250 
196', 17,809 17 1.0 a 121 167~9.4\ 288 305 
1968 55,784 132(2.4 a 1,216 425 7.6 1,641 1,773 
1969 42,879 85(2.0 a 376 183(4.3~ 559 644 
1970 37,12" 168t·5 a 315 151~4.1 464 632 
1971 45,564 100 2.2 0 418 139 3.1 557 657 
1972 23,752 19 0.8) a 201 201 220 
1973 17,308 

Scotland 1963 10,998 10(0.9~ 0 172 92( 8.4

l 
264 274 

1964 9,200 6(0.7 0 110 66~7.2 176 182 
1965 9,239 10 1.1 a 73 49 5.3 122 132 
1966 15,406 

;r~ 
°a 280 39( 2.5 319 349 

1967 21,002 1 169 71(3,4

1 
240 264 

1968 15,695 16 1.0 a 127 33~ 2.1 160 176 
1969 15,958 51 3.2 °b 217 55 3.4 272 323 
1970 32,071 1524.7 2 560 17l,( 5.4 734 888 
1911 20,706 137(6. 2· 615 216( 10.4) 831 970 
1972 19,883 137(6.9 0 757 757 894 
1973 26,949 

~Faroe8 
from NOTWay one from Norwegian coast and one reported from France BS having been received 

cone Faroes; one reported from Norway (site of capture not known) 
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Tablo 2 (Continued) 

Reca;etures 

Year of Number 
Non'!sian All Other Areas Grand Counta Wes t Greenland Sea and 

Taggilll!j Tagged !!£2!!. ~ ~ !2!!l !2!!l 
England and 1963 9.485 

1"1 

0 15 38 4.0l 53 61 
~/ale8 1964 17.105 10 0.6 0 30 975.7 127 137 

1965 5.873 12 2.0 0 35 579.7 92 104 
1966 3.219 5 1.6 0 28 37 11.5l 65 70 
1967 1,..117 10 2.4 0 23 56 13.6 79 89 
1968 5.789 

2T"1 

0 44 

5T'

8l 95 119 
1969 8.515 495.8 0 35 41 4.8 76 125 
1970 7.304 28 3.8 0 29 29 4.0 58 86 
1971 5.680 20 3.5 0 30 16 2.8 46 66 
1972 2.1,.73 7 2.8 0 10 10 17 
1973 2.680 

Norway 1963 97 0 0 0 
4i

41
•
2

l 
I,. 4 

1964 '.485 0 0 67 26 17.5 93 93 
1965 2.'78 0 0 40 l8(e.3) 58 58 
196" 1.362 0 2 27 161".,) 43 45" 
1967 3.601 0 4 59 26 7.2j 85 93 
196e 3.562 0 3 106 2115.9 127 134" 
'909 4.273 3( o. 7) 3 83 30 7.0 113 124" 
1970 7.603 3( 0.4) 4 234 93( 1>.2l 327 m~ 
1971 5.573 0 3 319 62(11.1 381 386 
1972 4.445 8 323 323 331 
1973 5.500 

Iceland 1963 63 0 0 2 0 2 2 
1964 63 0 0 0 1( ',.9) 1 1 
1965 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1966 83 0 0 0 2124.0) 2 2 
1967 154 0 0 2 1 6.5) 3 3 
1968 59 0 0 1 1( 17.0) 2 2 
1969 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1970 16 0 

Ireland 1968 606 0 0 21 0 21 21 
1965 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1970 '.403 5(3.6) 0 1 1 (0.7) 2 7 
1971 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 
197<: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1973 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sweden 1969 885 0 0 69 16( 18.0) 85 85 
1973 400 

USSR 1969 500 0 0 0 0 0 0 

France 1969 2.089 
15i7"l 

0 0 4(1.9) 4 19 
1970 3.968 27 6.8 0 3 13i3.3 16 43 
1971 4.702 10(2.1 0 0 5 1.1) 5 15 
1972 1.983 0 0 0 
1973 3.903 

Greenland 1970 155
b 

7(1,.5.2) 0 0 0 7 7 
1971 13~ 0 0 0 0 o. 
1973 21 

~)inr.lUd1ng aome fish from unknown localities. 

b) -wild parr 
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Table ~. Number of h&tchery-reared smolts tagged in the years 196}-1973 and 
recaptured in West Greenland and in other areas, including home waterf", 
up to March 1974. Figures in brackets are returns per thousand tagged. 
(0 = No smolts tagged, or no recaptures made; - = no inrormatinn available). 

Reca;Etures 

Year of Number 
Norwegian All Other Areas Grand Country ',':est Greenland Sea and 

Tagrins TagGed 
~ 

Crilse ~ Total Total 

Canada 1963 7,332 4(0.5l 0 133 32~4.4l 165 169 
1964 /,6,659 9(0.2 0 101 85 1.8 186 195 
'965 .5,988 6/(1.5) 0 379 225(4.9 60l,. 671 
1966 tJ,d75 70~1.0l 0 238 

301r·3 539 609 \ 

1967 112,288 68 0.6 0 278 228 2.0 506 57l,. ~ 1968 113,368 190(1.7 0 315 320 2.8 635 825 
1969 137,832 >60(1.9\ 0 377 237 1.7 61l,. 87l,. 
1~70 184,962 219~1.2l 0 293 98~ 0.5 391 610 
1971 :!QO, 689 1330.7 0 171 188 0.9 359 l,.92 
1972 21-':,768 106(0.5 0 294 29l,. l,.OO 
1973 113,440 

Scotland 1963 6,150 0 0 3 3l0.4l 6 6 
1964 3,000 0 0 7 7 2.3 1l,. 14 
1965 3,000 0 0 '9 0 19 19 
1966 8,000 1(0.1) 0 13 4(0.5) 17 18 
1%1 4,451 0 0 1 0 1 1 
1968 5,335 0 0 4 31

O
•
6
l 7 7 

1969 3,694 0 0 1 2 0.5 3 3 
1970 ~ , f~)6 9( 1 • 1 ) 2" 35 10~ 1.3l 45 56 
1971 5,"47 2( 0.4) 0 39 14 2.7 53 55 
197" 12,<)68 2(0.2) 0 36 36 38 
1973 1,500 

England and 1963 1 J 9 . J 1( 0.5) 0 a 0 0 1 
',':ales 1964 'I 0 0 0 a a 0 

1965 0 0 0 ') a a 0 
1966 9,668 0 0 r 1(0 1) 1 1 
1967 18,522 0 a 0 '~O"l 1 1 
196r 28,266 4(0"l 0 4 5 0.2 9 13 
196r, 7,420 3( 0.4 0 4 0 4 7 
1') (ll 4,493 3(0.7 0 1 3( 0.7) 4 7 
191~ 12,030 9( 0.7) 0 8 5(0.4) 13 22 
197< 11,461 1/(1.5) 0 34 34 49 
1973 4,826 

Norway 1963 10,999 0 1 88 95( 8. 6l 183' 184 
1;;64- 9,182 0 1 135 87~9.5 222 223 
1965 8,071 0 13 71 33 4.1 104 117 
1966 13,812 0 29 403 145( 10.5) 548 593" 
1967 18,393 2( 0.1) 50 229 81(4.41 310 386x 

1968 ''',983 0 4l,. 171 103(7.9 274 343" 
1969 16,967 4(0.2l 38 138 68~4.0l 206 260" 
1970 18,673 2~0.' 15 181 110 5.9 297 321" 
1971 16,777 3 0.2 19 189 71 (4.2 260 286" 
1972 22,412 1«0.1) 21 ,,69 269 291 
1973 25,550 ~ 

X,including s"me fish from unknown localities 

~orwegian coast 

btwo recaptured at East Greenland in 1971, not included 

/continued 
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Table 3 ( Continued) 

RecaptuF'B 

Year of Number Norweslan All Other ~reas Grend Country Tagrlng Tageed 
West Greenland Sea and Total Faroe. i!:llll ~ Total 

Iceland 1966 8,367 1(0.1) 1(0.1) 66 14(1.1) 80 A2 
1967 10, 061 a a <4 6( O. 6) 30 30 
1968 9,985 a a 45 a 45 45 
1969 7,586 a a 246 10(1.3) 256 256 
1970 10,014 a a 1 1 
1971 11,087 a a a 

N.lreland 1973 275 

Ireland 1966 15,000 n a a 0 a a 
1967 5,000 1 (0.2) a a 1 2 
1968 220 0 a 0 1 1 
1969 7,194 2( o. 3) a 22 2(0 ~) 24 26 
1970 4,788 a 1 11 0 l' 1, 
1971 2,281 0 a 1 a 1 1 
1972 a a a Q 0 0 a 
1973 2,922 

Sweden 1966 11 ,181 I( lI. 6} 1 690 
"

J
TI2) 

883 891 
1961 1,,999 1(0.2 4 364 62 12.4) 4<-6 h31 
1 ~61' 4,798 '~ 0.2 1 ,,86 31 7. I; 623 625 
196~ 7,381 4 0.51 3 465 43 5.8 50a ~15 

1970 5,000 I( 1.4 1 345 50i 6 0
1 

3.,,, 383 
1971 4,997, ) 4(0.8) a 341 / 1.4 348 352 
1972 4,000 Q 1 138 138 139 
19IJ 4,509 

U. S.A. 1966 82,250 39(0.4) a 69 16r'O; 237 276 
1967 80,717 1 a 12 10 0.1 22 23 
1968 73,730 I(O"l a 9 12 0.2) 21 28 
1969 73,415 65(0.9 a 52 O

f

'·') 111 176 
1970 47,835 4O~8.4l a 55 2"5 6.0l 340 744 
1971 29,900 87 2.9 a 12 1H1 6.1 1jj 280 
1972 52,535 8B( 1. 7 a 29 29 117 
1973 38,045 

Denmark 1965 1,B80 0 a 1 2f 1.1) 3 3 
1966 4,270 a 3 19 49 11.5) 66 69 
1967 2,696 a 1 13 9 3.3) 23 24 
1968 4,984 1 (0.2) 1 36 1(0.2) 36 38 
1969 3,837 a a 6 a 5 5 
1970 1,376 a a a a ., a 
1973 2,976 

U.S.S.R. 1969 600 

France 1970 549 a a 0 .. 1 a 
1971 326 a a a 0 a 0 

1972 4,469 a a a 
1973 1!l,157 

1)In addition 1200 smolts, reared in NOl"\"!ay, were releaaed in 
from which 12 grilee reoaptures have so far been rep'·rted. 

the ~i veT Lagan, 
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Tabla ft. Number of kelta tagr,ed in the winters 1962/63 - 1~72/7} 
reoaptured in Grep.nland and in other area~, includin, home 
... ,~ter"s, up to the end of 1973. 
(0 .:;. No kdts taSged, or no reoaptures made; - = no 1.nformati"n IlvaU1ible) 

Winter of Number Recaptures In 'fear or Country 
Tagging Tagged Tanting Greenland Other ArellS 'I'oV11 

CanadaB 1962-63 653 2 65 67 21, 
1963-64 1 518 0 91 91 588 
1964-65 1 995 1 142 143 481 
1965-66 7 169 0 654 654 1 E19 
1966-67 7 510 1 689 69(, 95c~ 

1967-68 3 706 2 28P 290 ~60 
1968-69 3 848 5 86 91 526 
1969-70 4 726 9 145 154 599 
'970-/1 5 392 22 30~ 310 /80 
1971-72 5 166 10 115 385 824 
1972-73 6 932 16 166 182 1 408 
1973-74 7 758 - - - 1 31,2 

}o;ngland 1962-63 159 1 12 13 
and Wales 1963-64 185 2 10 12 
(River Axe 1964-65 18~ 1 11 12 
Only) 1965-66 109 1 7 I; 

1966-67 178
b 1 11 12 

1967-68 188 2 6 8 
1968-69 81 0 j j 

1969-70 115 0 12 12 
1970-/1 7 0 0 0 
1971-72 23 0 1 1 
1972-15 10 0 J 

,. 

1973-74 12 - - -
E'aroes 1,,65-i5 103 0 IJ 8 

1975-74 41 - - -
Iceland 1962-63 114 0 14 14 

1963-64 167 0 9 9 
1964-65 1jh 0 5 5 
1965-66 357 0 15 15 
1966-67 745 0 75 7" 
1967-68 441 0 1 7 17 
1968-69 369 0 19 19 
1969-70 314 0 21 21 
1970-71 785 0 105 105 

N.lreland 19/2-73 103 0 8 8 

Ireland 1962-63 2264 2 31 33 
196j-6J~ 2 351 2 70 72 
1964-65 2 695 2 34 36 
1965-66 2 972 1 40 41 
1966-67 3 175 0 77 77 
1967-68 1 034 0 24 24 
1968-69 49A 0 10 10 
1969-70 1 088 0 28 28 
1970-71 477 0 39 39 
1971-72 289 0 15 15 
197"-73 540 1 58 59 

, /r.ont d 
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Table 4 (Continued) 

Country 

Scotland 

USA 

USSR 

'''linter of Number 
Recapturefl In Year of 

Tagging Tagged 
Greenland lither Areas Total 

Tagging 

196~-63 415 1 2 5 
1963-64 134 0 2 2 
1964-65 235 0 6 6 
1965-66 1 376 4 19 <3 
1966-67 901 3 18 <1 
1967-68 117 0 3

c 
5 

1968-69 152 0 ,d 1 
1969-10 133 0 1 1 
1970-71 ? 0 1 1 
1971-7< 54 0 1 1 
1972-73 0 0 0 0 
1~73-74 0 - - -
1962-63 151 1 .13 14 
1963-64 123 1 10 11 
1964-65 160 0 25 d 
1965-66 1 J,6 2 16 18 
1966-67 518 5 75 ~o 

1967-68 340 5 56 61 
1968-69 210 1 16 1 7 
196~-70 315 1 12 13 
1970-71 400 2 13 15 
1971-72 240 2 6 A 
1972-73 460 8 12 20 
1975-74 225 - - -
1%8-69 566 0 10 10 
1969-70 1 147 0 0 0 

a - Ascending adults and fish tagted from C<}llsta] fisheries 
are included in the totals tagged r'r the corrrspondine 
winter (i.e. those tagged in 196~ are included under 
1962-63. tho.e tagged in 1963 under 19&3-64 etc.). 

b - In addition, 180 kelts were taeged by the Dee and Clwyd 
River Authority in 1965-66 and 291 kdts in 196&-67. No 
recaptures were reported from the first experiment and 
two (from 'Other Areas') from th~ second. 

c - Includes 1 recapture at Faroes. 

d - ReCAptured at Fhroes. 
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Tnble 5. Rccaptur('s up 1;0 31 n,t':embp.r 1973 of Fish Tngp:ed at West G.reenlllnd :J.l1d 1'"1 the Lrlhrrt,kr' , fr')1Ii 1Ju5-1971. 

Yo,," I Number NWllrr-J.' ,·r Local 

I 
Numbers nf Distant Hecapturcs 'T'ot'll N'lIllb('r 

'fngged Tagged Rer=H.rtures lin 
Distant flP.cftpt.ursB 

Canadn Scutland England & Wales Irel'lnd. 'rtulr..e 1 

1965 

196L 

1967 

1;.J6U 

1969 

1970 

1 ~ 11 

?2j 3 1 0 0 V 0 0 1 

729 28 1 } 0 C 0 0 4 

37, 6 1 1 0 2 0 " 4 

47 4 1 c 0 0 0 U 1 

441. 17b 6" 1 3 • 0 1 13 

2.7c , 0 3 oj 0 V U 0 5 

L·'4 5 2 1 0 1 

I 

4 

59° 0 8 V V 0 c -, 

.26 ;; 4
d 0 2 3

er 
0 1 10 

a _ One rHcapt.ured i~ ye/J.r or Utl"ring 

b - Thr. f,(,(",'lf,tUTPrl in Grt·· .... nl>Jl'd in 1:} 70. 

e - Lahr'ltlor Spa in ~ _lr1.ng. 

d _ ('ne r' r.llpt.ured .'lnd relel:lf;f'd tit. tn.1 thank researCti trap un R. Mir&mid.l "lnd ub~· ~"ent ~.i rL'C';rtdred 

upstr"1J.m at fHh.cKville hy 'lIlgling. 

e _ Une t· ,A_;ad in Labracior !"if'll 58{J0911\~ 52°26' 3D'1Ii in the 'lutumn. 

f - Une rl·c:aptured in N. Il'e1a.nd. 

Table 6 

Slmul;,ti')fl of home wflter salmon cutches and natural losses hetween G-rel'mlann and houll wuter'~ h'. '~d 
on r'fl.ncu.; of values of exploitation rate Itt West G.reenlutld, weight incI"e:l,se hfJtween r.reenland nd 
home wuter['" expl{Jitntioo r[ltf' in homp. waters und proportinns of'initial St"'0K j,f s;;.Jmon (1 SP.t dnter 
or more) not occurring at ':,Qst Greenland. Aotual home wa.ter catoh taken as .3 000 te>os. 

Catch at. :icat Exploitation at Number in West :.eight inorea.se Home water :"1 'llulated Losses hetw(~,...tI GreFln-
Greenland ,\'est r.reenland GreenllJ.nd stock bet"e"n Greenland exploitrttion hurna water lah,l <lnd hom£.: watf'rl'l 

'% eacapinp; fishery lind home waters ~ catch of 11.8 :l; <Jf numbers es-
there % fish having c"'rin,~ "l:.;/Jf"ry at 

been i.n .: cst r.rAenla.nd 
rreenland 

"r"portj'ln "r ini-
tone tl'il ,. ('Ir:k ·:ut-

nine r' reer, la.nd ~' ... ters 

10f 2~ 3ar 
. 

40 
60 J 040 48 5~ 62 

<, 1 8/5 000 80 6 720 61 67 72 

;;0 60 5 400 ;;2 ,8 6;; 

80 7 200 63 69 72 

2 DOOm tons 40 
60 3 919 34 44 ;;3 

or 5U 1 4;;8 000 80 ;; 225 ;;0 ;;8 64-
625 000 fish 

;;0 60 4200 38 41 56 

80 5 600 S4 60 67 

40 60 3 121 18 30 46 

80 4 161 5R 48 57 

3;; 1 161 000 60 3 344 24 35 46 
50 

80 4 4;;8 43 51 S9 Cl 
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1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
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Catches in the l{orwe,o::lan au. long-line fishery and in the drift-net fishery w:LtbiD Norwepjan fishery 
l1m1t., 1965-73. Metric tons, round tresh weight. 

Denmark 
Number-oT'"'catoh 

Ve"ssele --

1-2 a 

10 _& 

22 77 
28 177 
40 411 
60 481 
20 162 
20 182 
15 233 

)'aroe. 
Number of Catch 
Vesse~B 

a a 
a a 
a °b 2 50 
4 7 
5 1~b 
a a 
2 9° 
5 28° 

Table 8 

Year 
Taged 

1968 

1969 

1970 

Norno:tan Bea L<mR-Ll.no P1ohe~ 

(".ermanY Norway Sweden ~.r!(t.::.ll!tt. Fishery 
Number ot ~ Number of Catch Number of Ca tah wi thin Norwegian 

Vasser. Vesse188 -- ~ Fiehery Limits 

a a ? a °a 0 .. 1-2 a 283 
a a • 0. 10+ a 312 
a a • 6 a 26+ 

4i);. 
333 

a a • 100d 16 126 46.t 228 
5 24 • 450d 2 24 51+ 918d 234 
4 21 • 420d 1 24 70+ d 183 958d t 
2 9 • 30~ 1 17 23+ 4B8 ' 263 
2 4 ? 300d 1 20 25+ 515d,£ 404 
a a ? 250 2 50 22+ 561d,£ 375 

• not knom 

b roU/dlly 7~ of catoh taken in vicinity of Farces 

c all taken in vioini ty of Faroee 

d estimated catoh 
e precise number unknown, but large aumbere of email and medium-sized 

vessels partioipated 

r 8xoludinp: catches disca.rded beoause undersized 

Becapturee of salmon tagged in the long-line tbhery in the 
No .... gian Sea (to llarch 1974) 

Number Year 
T ...... d Recaptured N0%'W8618l1 Sea ~ 

238 1968 a 5 a 5 
1969 a a 1 1 
Total 0 5 1 6 

932 1969 5 49 6 60 
1970 2 13 2 17 
1971 0 2 0 2 

Total 7 64 8 79 
1,118 1970 10 118 9 137 

1971 2 10 3 15 
1972 1 7 0 8 
1973 a 0 1 1 
Total 13 135 13 161 

1971 1,824 1971 4 135 17 156 
1972 3 22 6 31 
1973 1 4 a 5 
Total B 161 23 192 

1972 795 1972 3 45 16 64 
1973 0 9 4 13 
Total 3 54 20 77 

C2 
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T8ble 9 Reoaptu.rea of fish tagged. in P"a.roee waters to March 1974 

Year lllmlber HeoaI!;tures We.t 
Tap ~ !!!£!& England Scotland Inland U.S.S.R. _onland 

1969 74 1 0 2 0 0 0 
1970 233 2 5 3 1 
1971 359 4 8 2 0 

1972 307 2 4 5 0 

1973 280 5 1 3 2 0 0 

Table 10 Catches in home waters, 1960-73 (salmon plus grilse except where shown separately) in metric tons, round fresh wei8ht. 

~ 
England 
and Ws.lea 

!! Q 1: 

1960 - 283 
1961 - >,2 
1962 - "8 
1963 - 325 
1964 - 307 
1965 - 320 
1966 - 387 
1967 - 420 
1068 - - 282 
1969 26481138 

377 
1970 31382148 527 
1971 299

8
'2-t 426 

197} 323
8
"9

8 442 
197 32'f1268 453 
gling 

Inoluded too 

~ Ioeland lrelandb 
!!£!!!l Sootland Swaden 0 USSRB Canad8 

!! -r ~ !! Q 1: §. Q 1: 

50-100 100 743 139 - 1659~ 950 476 1436 40 
50-100 127 707 132 - 1533 820 376 1196 27 
50-100 125 1459 356 - 1935~ 1015 725 1740 15 
50-100 145 1458 306 - 1786r 1286 412 1698 16 
50-100 135 1617 377 - 2147£ 1216 698 1914 16 
50-100 133 1457 281 - 2000 1042 560 1602 17 
50-100 106 1238 287 - 1791 1069 555 1624 17 
50-100 146 1463 449 - 1960 1245 888 2133 23 
50-100 162 - - 1413 312 - 1514 1020 543 1563 14 
50-100 133 (260)g (147oj' 1730 267 801 582 1383 987 254 1947 9 
50-100 195 268 1519 1787 297 816 355 1171 802 622 1424 ? 
50-100 204 175 1464 1639 234 773 435 1208 715 704 1419 56 
50-100 (224) 200 1604 1804 232 1054 514 1568 987 706 1693 35 

45 ? 244 1683 1927 182 1223 512 1735 1103 824 1927 25 
Ina. Ino. Inc. Ine:. Ina. Inn. Not 

Ino • . 

S - Salmon; G - GrllsB, T - Total (Salmon plus Qrilee) 

a - Estimated 
b - Catoh in River Foyle allocated on basia of 5~ Ireland and 5~ Northern Ireland 
o - west Coast catch only, from Bulletin Statist1que. Figures doubtfUl 
d - Angling catohes (mo.inly gdl.o) 8bout 10j! odditional (by night) 
B - Mainly S&!mon 
t - Inoludin8 ssa. trout and sea ohar catches, Isss than 5~ of total 
g - Estimated on basiS of 1970 o&tcbes 
h - Previsional 

§. ----r 1: 

1100 - 1635 
790 - 1580 
710 - 1717 
480 - 1848 
590 - 2066 
590 - 2113 
570 - 2356 
883 - 2859 
827 - - 2104 
360 154~411: 1957 

~ 460 r 468 629 2097 443 144083948 1834 
465 11068419~ 1525 
? 14708695 2165 

Ino. Not Inc. d 

j - Figures in Brackets tor Iceland and USSR taken from published stat1stioe in Eblletin Stat1st1ques 

C3 

USA 

"'-2 
d 
<2 
"'-2 
L2 
,2 
,2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
~2 

~2 

'-2 
2.7 
Inn. 
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Table 11. Eetimate. of oatobee per unit ettort tor 80me home .... ter t!Aberie •• 1960-1973. 

--- - ~DrlftNe~mp~-rDrifth -+ i~.~ ~re~~L1o~no;;)~:~\::: 
Year i and Trap.)a, Net. Net. : Dritt lIot.)b lb. l Nete)b 

;Lbe I I (numbsro) I (numbsre) 
-.--.----t--------r- I 

1960 i 169 325 950 104 

1961 159 224 1 030 

1962 178 563 2 210 297 

1963 193 456 1 940 334 

1964 266 430 1 720 392 

1965 262 520 1 700 361 

1966 249 516 1 250 375 

1967 300 733 1 650 524 

19GB 161 552 1 650 482 

1969 159 491 2 077 404 

1970 153 i 13.3 65.9 422 1 899 565 

420 1 683 353 

353 1 662 344 
1971 I 
1972 

50.2 8.4 80 

1973 l_ 1 1 350 1 615 306 

1cJ!e.g-Ne-te i -+ Dritt Nets (fixed (Net and 

,
--- -- r ~orwayd ~ ::l~.. 600tlani 

Year I kg II .E. Are"g Engines)e Coble)r 

Northern Ireland 

Bag Net.b 
fiX8~ Draft 
Net. (lb.) 

(lbo) 

1 462 2 675 

4 632 1 642 

.4269 2 460 

3 306 4 529 

3684 2 229 

4 564 i 2 320 

J 

, I hii::e.r:~llRe ! ~7~:~ls. : Sa::b7~~lse . i -t-.- _-+1 __ -1-1 ---+-----I!---+----+----~ 

1960 172 64.6. 79.8 12.8 20.3 84.1 77.4 
1961 156 54.3 46.1 12.3 17.2 60.9 61.4 
1962 175 92.6 75.5 14.8 29.6 83.6 134.9 
1963 177 49.4 42.7 19.9 21.6 109.3 62.3 
1964 195 52.6 56.0 23.2 35.6 96;6 113.6 
1965 172 83.6· 47.9 17 .8 26.6 64.0 99.0 
1966 154 66.6 ; 58.9 19.4 30.4 95.0 104.0 
1967 154 110.5 . 90.9 

! 1968 129 - I -

I 1969 137 i 134.51;166.5 
1970 117 170.3 245.3 

U
971 116 '84.1 83.4 

1972 158
j l' 138.3 152.1 

1973 15~ 162.0 190.0 
- . _. . 

21.6 49.9 130.2 170.4 
17.3 29.6 97.9 92.4 
15.9 49.7 123.4 194.5 
12.3 35.2 

J 
96.9 137.5 

11.6 I 39.9 69.5 118.4 
17.0 36.6 129.7 13A.O 

-.: .. _ .J_ . __ ~_ ..J 

a - lIJ.~oh1 area, 8Rlmon only. J.verage of ""an monthly ootob/un1t erfort fo .. both type. of 
~ throughout opAn seasons for each typ~. Unite of effort taken as 1 trap net or 200 
fathoms ot drift net, ae detined in FIIB Teoh.lItpt.1l0.29. 

b - Salmon and grilee per net. 

o - _e ealmon and "rilee per Hoenoe (tor dritt nets, dratt nets am other oOll1lll8roial metho<le). 

d - Salmon and sril •• per bag nAt. 

e - catoh per net per month. 
r - Catch per orew per month. 

g - C&toh per net lioenoe issued. 

h - 1IJ.~0h1 area, salmon only, Pounds/unit day. 

1 - Loosl fishery oloRed in 19721 ee. footnote a. C 4 

J - Prov1B10naJ.. 
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hPPENDIX 

List of Workine Papers 

~ 11ll! 
1. Chalmers & Munro Trends: in Scottish snlmon grilse catches, 1952-1971. 

2. (D.II.F.S., Pitlochry) Data for updating tables in the 1973 Report. 

A Swain Salmon catches for England and Wales. 

4. A Swain Recaptures of tagged salmon off Greenland and in 

home waters, England and HaleD .. 

The recaptures in ffingl:lnd nnd Wtllcs of salmon tagged 

off Greenland in 197?. 

6. A R Child Biochemical differences in serum enzyme6 from North 

:"merica and the British roles. 

,\ SWllin ,I report on the smolt tagr,ing carried out in 

European countries with particular reference to 

recaptures made off Greenland in 1972 and comparable 

home water recaptures. 

8. .\ Swain Further report on the analysis of age, length Hnd 

weight data collected during the International 

Salmon Togginc Experiment 1972. 

9. C P Ruggles, Some preliminary tables and graphs summarizing 
J Ritter I.nd 
R Harger North flmerican amelt tagging experiments. 

10. C P Ruggles rlbundance of fltlantic salmon in New Brunswick rivers 

in 1973. 

11. W II Lear and Use of scale characters and n discriminant function 
E J Sandeman 

for identifying continental origin of ,1\tlantic . salmon. 

12. W n Len.r and Selectivity and relative efficiency of salmon 
0 Christensen 

drift nete. 

13. J H C Pippy The value of parasites as biological tags in I\tlantic 

ualmoD at West Greenland. 

14. 'R H Payne The use of serum transferrin polymorphism to 

determine the stock composition of /Itlantic salmon 

in the West Greenland fishery. 

15. (Canada) rabIes for updating 197"1 Report. 
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o Chrietensen and 
W H Lear 
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J Mpller Jensen 

1\ E J Went 

f. E J Went 

o Christensen 

!\ E J Went 

D J Piggins 

Miss E Twomey 

PO Larsson 

(D.A.F.S. ) 

L Rosseland 

L Rosseland 

L Rosse land 
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Distribution and abundance of salmon at West Greenland 

(including tables showing (a) distribution by areSL 

and time of effort, catch and catch-per-unit-effort 

in the 1973 West Greenland drift-net fishery, 

(b) li8t of recaptures reported to IeEn or tv the 

Greenland Fisheries Inveotigation, from 1 January 

to 11 March 1974). 

By-catches in salmon drift-nets ,t West Greenland 

in 1972. 

Report on recatures from the International Salmon 

Tagging Experiment at West a,eanland, 197? 

Analysis of smolts tagged in home waters And 

recapt urad at West Gl'eenland 197? 

Salmon survey in the Irminger Sea 1973 (Anacat 

Cttee paper C.M.1973!M:27). 

Movement"of salmon to and from Irish waters (The 

Fish Biology Reprint). 

Interesting recaptures of tagged salmon in 1973 

(Fishery Leaflet No. 58, 1973, Dublin). 

The Danish salmon fishery in the Norwegian Sea 

in 1973. 

Survival rRtes from the natural smolt production 

in the Burrishoole ~iver. 

The relationship between salmon and grilse. 

Salmon catch by different methods, for Ireland in 

1972 and 1973. 

Migrations of the Swedish west coast salmon stocks. 

Scale analysis of salmon caught off the Faroes 

25 April - 20 May 1973. 

Aver.,ge weights of Aa1m"." caught in the,"-morvegian 

bo .... · .. t.r fisheries, 1969-1972. 

Recaptures of salmon tagged in the long-line 

fishery in the Norwegian Sea. 

Recaptures in 1973 of salmon tagged in the long-

line fishery ~n the Norwegian Sea 1971-72. 
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31. L R08seland 

32. L Roaoeland 

33· L ROBselHnd 

34. L ROBs81and 

3,. L Rosse land 

06. L Rosseland 

YI. J Smed 
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Title 

Salmon smolts tagged and released in Norwegian 

rivers, 1970-1973. 

Average weights of salmon tagged as smelts in 

Norwegian rivers 1966-1969, and recaptured in 

the Norwegian Sea and in home waters. 

Weights of salmon caught in Norweeian coast bag

nete, 1973 (with map and ~r~ph). 

Length distribution of salmon - bagnets, 1973. 

Weight8 and condition lactors of salmon bagnets 1973. 

Diagram of recaptures of Norwegian tarmed smelts 

at West Greenland. 

The temperature of the waters off West Greenland 

during the Salmon Ta~glng Experiment in 1972. 
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Fig.1 CHART SHOWING ICNAF DIVISIONS AND FISHING 
AREAS (I-1Zl:) USED IN ANALYSIS OF SALMON 
. FISHERY DATA 
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Fig.2 ESTIMATED LDSSES (metric tons) TO HOME WATERS 
STOCKS .AND CATCH OF 2 or MORE SEAWINTER SALMON 
DUE TO CATCHES AT WEST GREENLAND 
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Fig. 3 CHART SHOWING AREA FISHED BY DANISH 

VESSELS IN NORWEGIAN SEA AND BY FAROESE 

VESSELS IN VICINITY OF FAROE ISLANDS 

IN 1973 
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